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THE 6th GTC LATIN AMERICAN CONVENTION WAS A DEMONSTRATION OF THE
POWERFUL REFORMED MOVEMENT IN LATIN AMERICA

From 16 countries, over 800 attended this
convention in Medellin, and more than 19,000
visited its link. Thousands followed the
convention online, including large groups of
churches who gathered in their own buildings.
When pastors in attendance, stated that their
congregations gathered in church buildings to
watch, other pastors contacted their local
churches to do the same. A large number of
pastors attended an extra day of workshops at USRL campus after three days of plenary sessions. Many
reformation leaders from various denominations and from different countries built and strengthened
relationships at this convention and pledged to cooperate with one another.
Hundreds visited the USRL
campus in downtown Medellín
and were encouraged to have such
great buildings which give a sense
of anchor to the new Geneva of
Latin America.
The convention was so well received that many pastors raised their hands indicating that they will come
back and will try to bring at least 10 friends to the 2017 convention in Bogotá. Please pray that, by God’s
mercy, the 3,000 seats of a convention hall will be filled.
GTC BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND USRL LEADERS MET IN MEDELLIN

Michael Delarm

In the presence of independent observers GTC board of Directors met in Medellin. GTC
and USRL agreed to streamline the administrative responsibilities. Michael Delarm was
chosen as the new GTC Executive Director. Ken Bruce was received as a new board
member and Dr. Bruce McDowell, while remaining on the GTC board, presented the
motion that William Greendyk be elected as president of the board and the motion was
carried. Please pray for brother Bill as he serves our Heavenly Father in this position.

Please help us with your prayers and financial assistance. Greetings in Christ. Noé S. Acosta, Ed.D.
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